## Producing Statistics

Statistics may be generated via the links “Borrower Statistics” and “Lender Statistics.” Simply select the appropriate dates and click “Submit.” To view total statistics, leave ‘Start Date’ blank.

### DueNorth Stats from 07/01/2017 to 07/31/2017

**Library System North Country Library System**

- **Total Request:** 19
- **Number of Request Filled:** 1 (5.26%)  
  - 1 (20.00%) were filled
  - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
  - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
  - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet
- **Number of Request Not Filled:** 3 (15.79%)  
  - 1 (10.00%) were expired
  - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
  - 2 (66.67%) were canceled
- **Number of Request Expired:** 13 (68.42%)  
  - 0 (0.00%) were filled
  - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
  - 1 (100.00%) were expired
  - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
  - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet
- **Number of Request Cancelled:** 2 (10.53%)  
  - 0 (0.00%) were filled
  - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
  - 2 (100.00%) were canceled
  - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

### Break down of requests

- **6 (31.88%) overall requests were made to Northern New York Library Network**
  - 5 (26.32%) of the request to Northern New York Library Network were book
    - 1 (20.00%) were filled
    - 2 (40.00%) were not filled
    - 1 (20.00%) were expired
    - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet
  - 1 (5.36%) of the request to Northern New York Library Network were book (electronic)
    - 0 (0.00%) were filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

- **3 (15.79%) overall requests were made to North Country Library System**
  - 3 (15.79%) of the request to North Country Library System were book
    - 0 (0.00%) were filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
    - 1 (33.33%) were expired
    - 2 (66.67%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

- **5 (26.32%) overall requests were made to Oswego County School Library System at CIFTI**
  - 5 (26.32%) of the request to Oswego County School Library System at CIFTI were book
    - 0 (0.00%) were filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
    - 5 (100.00%) were expired
    - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

- **1 (5.26%) overall requests were made to Northern New York Library Network**
  - 1 (5.26%) of the request to Northern New York Library Network were book
    - 0 (0.00%) were filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
    - 1 (100.00%) were expired
    - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

- **3 (15.79%) overall requests were made to Champlain Valley Education Services School Library System**
  - 3 (15.79%) of the request to Champlain Valley Education Services School Library System were book
    - 0 (0.00%) were filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
    - 3 (100.00%) were expired
    - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

- **1 (5.26%) overall requests were made to Northern New York Library Network**
  - 1 (5.26%) of the request to Northern New York Library Network were book
    - 0 (0.00%) were filled
    - 0 (0.00%) were not filled
    - 1 (100.00%) were expired
    - 0 (0.00%) were canceled
    - 0 (0.00%) of requests not answered yet

---

Systems level staff has the ability to view more statistics at the system level including detailed statistics for specific libraries, expired requests, top ten lending and requesting libraries.